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Helmdon Bridge Players
Our group was formed 27 years ago with the aim of staging a village panto.
Since then we have entertained the village to an annual panto which has
become part of the fabric of village life and a reliable gatekeeper to the
Christmas season. A huge amount of preparation is required to bring this
panto to the stage….including moving, transporting and building the stage
itself! Our technical expertise has improved year on year and gone are the
days of banging coconuts together. Thanks to the generosity of Sue Wallace
(one of our founder members) we now have our own lighting rig. We are happy
to welcome allcomers who want to tread the boards or help backstage . If you
would like to join us, contact Becky on 760670.
We are very grateful to Sue Wallace and Peter Burns who offer us storage
space at their farm, to the Sports Club who house our container at their ground
and to Paul Duncombe who generously provides transport to move our larger
items around the village. We are delighted that you, the audience, support us
and that a good number of village children are so keen to tread the boards
each year.

By
Paul Barron & Sarah Dyson

We wish you all a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
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The Story

CAST

Cinderella’s daughter and Snow White’s son are about to get married,
thus banishing evil from Pantoland for ever! Hurrah!!
However, the wicked witch Evelyn has other ideas and hatches a plan to
prevent this from happening. Boo!!
She sends Princess Lottie and her two assistants Nick and Nack to the
very edge of Pantoland and whilst they’re lost and trying to make their
way back home Prince Marvellous, his friend Jack and Gertie the cook set
off from the castle to save her.
As their adventures unfold they meet many familiar characters from
different stories along the way, some helpful and others not so, the
unhelpful being sent by Evelyn to keep Lottie and Marvellous from
re-uniting.
Will they ever find each other and live happily ever after? We shall have
to wait and see…….
You are required to join in the fun! Baddies must be boo-ed and hiss-ed
and goodies must be cheered.

ACT 1
Cinderella's Castle and Dark Forests
ACT 2
Neverland, more forests, the sea and Cinderella’s Castle
There will be an interval of 15 minutes to allow you to buy drinks and
nibbles to keep you going. Please dispose of wrappers and plastic cups
thoughtfully (in the bin).
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Bryony Worthy

Cinderella

Morag Underwood

Prince Charming (1)

Paul Underwood

Snow White

Zoe Dyndor

Prince Charming (2)

Huw Davies

Nick

Becky Leitelmayer
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Felicity Dyndor
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Prince Marvellous
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Captain Hook
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